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Love Shadow Box Insert, CAS’ed from Stampin’ Success Magazine 
 
12” x 12” Textured CS in Whisper White; smooth CS in Whisper White; 
Mini Clothespin; Organdy Ribbon in Calypso Coral; LOVE letters die 
cut from Timeless Type die set in Cherry Cobbler CS, scalloped heart 
from Hearts Framelit collection; PS I Love You and Candy 
Conversations stamp sets; Cherry Cobble, Calypso Coral, Blushing 
Bride and Early Espresso ink. 
 
Trim textured cardstock for shadow box background to 8” x 10”, 
making sure to trim out notches. 

sheet. 

Using inks provided, stamp scalloped heart as shown.  Make sure to 
stamp an extra “busy” heart on scrap, and punch using Full Heart 
punch.  Adhere LOVE letters to scalloped heart as shown, using 2-way 
glue.  Pop dot punched heart as shown.  Tie ribbon to mini clothespin 
and clip to bottom of punched heart.  Pop dot whole assembly at 
center of background 
 
Using textured scrap punch out Heart to Heart trio 4 times, and small 
heart 3 times.  Crease smaller hearts and adhere in random fashion as 
shown. 
 

 
 
 

Wonderful You Heart Easel Card, CAS’ed from Lynn 
Pratt, Stamp-N-Design

 
Cherry Cobbler and Very Vanilla CS; Hearts Framelit 

collection; Very Vanilla seam binding ribbon; Basic 
Gray and Cherry Cobbler inks; Take It To Heart and 

Loving Thoughts stamp sets. 
 

Cut scalloped heart from a top-folded card, plus one 
single scallop heart, from Cherry Cobbler.  Score top 

layer of “card” 2” up from bottom point of heart. 
Cut two second largest hearts from Very Vanilla with 

Framelits, and one smallest.  On one large vanilla 
heart, stamp tulip heart in Basic Gray in bottom corner.  

Stamp smallest heart in Cherry Cobbler onto smallest 
heart shape and pop dot to center of gray heart. 

 
Crease fold on top layer of heart card down, and 

adhere loose scalloped heart to lower section ONLY.  
This will allow you to prop the bottom corner of the 

heart to the card interior as shown. 
 

On other vanilla heart, stamp bicycle heart in Basic 
Gray towards lower edge of heart.  Adhere sticky strip 

around edges on back of heart, and pleat seam 
binding ribbon onto sticky strip.  Pop dot ribbon-edged 
heart to card front.  Stamp word banner in Basic Gray 
onto Very Vanilla scrap, then stamp chosen sentiment 

inside banner.  Use Cherry Cobble marker to color 
edges of banner.  Cut out banner and pop dot to top of heart.         
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Fresh Vintage Love card, CAS’ed from 2012 Occasions Mini catalog 
 
Lucky Limeade and Whisper White CS; Everyday Enchantment DSP; 
Eberday Enchantment Brad & Ribbon pack; Poppy Parade scrap; chip 
board scrap; Large Scallop Square die; Scalloped Heart of Hearts 
Embosslit; Fresh Vintage and Tiny Tags stamp sets; Jewelry Tag 
punchPeach Parfait, Poppy Parade, Lucky Limeade and Pool Party 
inks; Lots of Dots embossing folder. 
 
Emboss front of standard fold card base with dotted embossing folder. 
 
Cut scalloped rectangle shape using large scalloped square die, running 
DSP and chip board through a second time to finish the 4th edge.  
Adhere DSP to chip board, and tie Lucky Limeade organdy around 
shape.  Glue down to card front. 
 
Using markers, ink up flower vine from Fresh Vintage stamp set, and 
stamp twice diagonally across Whisper White CS piece.  Stamp 
medallion shape in Peach Parfait onto Whisper White scrap, as well as 
Tiny Tags sentiment in Poppy Parade.  Punch out finished tag, and trim 
down medallion shape with scissors.  Affix brad to center of medallion, 
pop dot to heart, and use glue dot to adhere tag to medallion.  Pop dot 
medallion to heart, pop dot heart to stamped images, and pop dot THAT 
to DSP layer. 
 
Adhere DSP strip to envelope flap and trim. 


